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Pulse of Area Real Estate Market
As a realtor, economist and fan of Ankeny, Meghan O’Brien provided unique insight on our real estate market at the
February meeting. While some of the economic forces differ, residential development is a significant indicator of where
the commercial market is headed.
O’Brien used recent data to point out choke points in the market and larger economic indicators to keep an eye on.
O’Brien’s presentation focused on three areas.
● Status of local housing market
● Ankeny’s position relative to other communities
● Key indicators and risk factors to watch out for
You can find the full PowerPoint at www.ankenyedc.com (http://www.ankenyedc.com/
documents/filelibrary/ankeny_growth_profile/
Feb_2018_AEDC_Presentation_F954FDFA5536F.pdf)

Commercial Market Insights

On March 6th CBRE Hubbell Commercial
shared their annual market assessment of the
region. For commercial office space Ankeny was
the only submarket outside of downtown and the
western suburbs to experience new construction in the past 12 months. It noted absorption was positive in Ankeny with
a healthy 51,267 sf of office space being absorbed.
Ankeny was also highlighted for its rapid retail growth in the Delaware Corridor and Prairie Trail. It came as no surprise
to those of us in the area that retail absorption was positive with over 50,000 sf absorbed.
While our office and retail growth is just now getting noticed, our industrial growth has received well deserved attention
for years. The southeast section of town continues to be an industrial hot spot.
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Things Popping Out of the Ground this Spring
Real estate stats are great but pictures can say what numbers can’t. This spring you’ll see construction
underway in every corner of town. From Class A office space to large industrial facilities, growth is
everywhere you look. Cyber security firm Pratum is building their new headquarters just off south State
St, Metro North commercial development is filling in with multiple hotels, North Ankeny Blvd is seeing new
life block after block and PDI and HyVee took full advantage of good weather with their expansion and
development on South Delaware.

Accelerate DSM
The Ankeny Alliance is a
proud sponsor of Accelerate
DSM (April 5). The region’s
startup community is full of
experienced entrepreneurs
looking to help others learn
and grow their own business.
Register at accelerateDSM.
com to make worthwhile
connections and gain key
insight from the community.

Coping with Chaos
Local speaker and entertainer, Gavin Jerome, recently
shared with a group of area executives tips on Managing
in a Chaos Culture. According to Jerome, we live in a
culture that cultivates chaos. Success in this day and age
is largely dependent on our ability to cope with chaos.
Jerome contends that managing your energy is the most
important currency in business today and laughter is the
most energy efficient fuel you can find.

Brunch with the Boss
AEDC is in the process of developing a new program to give a few lucky students the opportunity to get
an up close and personal look at companies and careers in our area. It is a work in progress and we
hope you’ll support and help promote it to young people in our region. Below are some of the details we
have so far.
Purpose: Increase awareness of businesses in the Ankeny area and the careers available within those
businesses. Show the diversity of businesses in our area (big/small, privately held/publically traded,
service/healthcare/biotech/advanced manufacturing, etc.).
Program: Ankeny Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) will post and promote an online list of
a variety of area companies along with interesting bits of information about them. Participants between
the ages of 16 and 24 will select the company they are interested in visiting and provide their name and
contact number. For usability purposes the initial list of companies will be between eight and ten but we
will rotate to keep it fresh and interesting.
Every few weeks a participant will be randomly selected. When a company has been selected by a
winning participant AEDC will work with both the company and the participant to arrange the “Brunch
with the Boss” at a time that works for both parties. That company will then be removed from the contest
rotation for a few months to allow other businesses to participate.
Once established we will asked everyone to encourage young people to participant.

Safety Director Meeting
April 3rd, 8-9 am
The Baker Group will be the host company for the next Area Safety Director Meeting (1600 SE Corporate
Woods Dr, east of DOT). In addition to sharing current challenges and successes we will have a guest
speaker share how humor can help with such a serious topic as safety.

Leading with Stiles - Karen Stiles, 2018 AEDC Chairperson, Director, Special Projects, DMACC
Part of the AEDC mission is to share and promote the Ankeny business community story. This isn’t some ego driving ambition. It is a strategic initiative to help
attract both business and talent to the area.
In a tight labor market, a community’s ability to attract talent can be a bigger
economic development factor than land availability, development costs or other
common business factors. Decision makers know a facility is only as productive
as the people who work in it.
Ankeny’s robust and continuous population growth is proof we can attract talent.
Yet, we all know what happens to those who rest on their past successes.
Like any significant effort, many hands make light work. That is why we so appreciate all of you who not only help us tell the great Ankeny business story but who
are part of that story. You have done such a great job it is getting noticed by others. On March 21 BioFuels Digest
wrote a glowing review of Ankeny. It notes, “What you are seeing in Ankeny of late is something that will be repeated elsewhere in the US and around the world for the next two generations — an eruption of value in the corridors
where sustainable agricultural assets and intelligence meet. There, you find a combination of low rents, infrastructure, the rapidly converging technologies of biology and information science, regions hungry for growth and jobs,
experienced bankers, a skilled workforce and a series of land assets which give all of those glittering attributes their
relevance.” The complete article can be found at: http://www.biofuelsdigest.com/bdigest/2018/03/21/facebook-andgoogles-surprising-and-rising-prospects-along-agricultures-revolutionary-road/.

Mark Your Calendars
Member/Board Luncheons
It is never too early to mark your calendar. These are the 3rd Thursday of every other month at noon. Please RSVP
to mking@ankeny.org if you plan to attend. Presentations and locations are set at least two months in
advance.
April 19, 2018, DMACC Iowa Culinary Institute Bistro (building 7 on the east side of campus). We will have a
panel of area businesses from different parts of the agriculture industry including Albaugh, LLC, Iowa Soybean
Association, John Deere and The Lauridsen Group (LGI). The panel will be moderated by Cultivation Corridor
executive director Billi Hunt. RSVP required by April 10.
June 21, 2018, The Fletcher
August 16, 2018
October 18, 2018
December 20, 2018

Coffee, Conversation and Inspiration
Professional Women of Ankeny, please join Karen Stiles, Joey Beech and others for coffee, conversation and
inspiration. This is an opportunity to connect and be inspired by other professional women in our area. Our next
gathering is May 4, 7-8am in the conference room at Café Diem.
Joey Beech • Executive Director • jbeech@ankeny.org • (515) 964-0747 • www.ankenyedc.com

